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®

ITandFactory releases CADISON R17 with
significant enhancements in its core modules
The new features & improvements in 3D-Designer, GA drawings functionality
and Project Engineer will reduce the engineering hours required on projects.

Bad Soden, December 2017 - ITandFactory GmbH has released the newest version
®

of CADISON – R17 with more than 26 enhancements (features & functionality).
Available today, CADISON® R17 boasts significant enhancements to improve the
user experience, including productivity, integration and the ability to manage the
tasks effectively.
CADISON® R17 provides exiting new features such as a new pipe routing function,
drawing comparison feature to check disparities between P&ID, 3D-Designer. It also
provides a new set of commands to assist quicker completion of GA drawings.
Project Engineers can plan, create and monitor the tasks more effectively with
improved task container.
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Major enhancements in CADISON® R17 include:
?
New Pipe routing function in 3D-Designer
?
3D Clip functionality to isolate 3D areas in 3D-Designer
?
Freezing of 3D Pipeline Constructions after Isometric drawing approval
?
Hidden line representation, Hatching command, Centerline representation in GA

drawing
?
Improved Task Container functionality for Task Assignment and Monitoring
?
Improved Import (from Excel) functionality
?
Multiple Potential Wires in Electrical Designer
?
MPL Styles for creation of Pipe Runs & Schematics

“With each passing year, CADISON® adds functionality to improve usability and
productivity for our customers. Our pursuit of improving engineering efficiency
®

continues with CADISON R17 also. This year we have made enhancements in our
3D Designer and Project Engineer modules. The Users will be happy to see the new
features and improved functionalities that will help them to reduce engineering
hours in the projects”, said Mr. Ajit Joshi, M.D of ITandFactory GmbH.
®

CADISON offers best integrated multi-disciplinary design and document
management solution with a single (common) database which enables productivity
gains and improving engineering efficiency by up to 30 percent.

About ITandFactory:
ITandFactory (a fully owned subsidiary of Neilsoft Ltd.) is an Engineering-Solution
provider for project planning and designing of process plants and process
Equipments. Our mission is to create and deliver the best integrated plant
engineering solution & services to help our customers improve their project
planning, reduce their rework, reduce errors and complete projects faster-to-market.
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The solutions are based on object-oriented technology and focused more on project
workflow challenges such as real integration, change management, centralized
documentation, real-time updates, unification of data & graphics. It has developed a
consistent system of data management which increases the flexibility of the overall
process and enables parallel collaboration, accuracy, speed and project success.

www.cadison.com
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